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Abbas thumbed the lighter in his pocket. How many joints can a lighter spark? Ironically, he realised, 

he’d never gotten through a whole lighter, consistently managing to misplace them in a high haze. 

“Yo, you’re on in five. You all good yeah? Can I get you anything?” 

Shabazz’s cousin was a brown Ken doll, the curve of his eyebrows plucked to perfection matched by 

the line-up of his beard. For all his geometric prowess, he hadn’t quite grown into his new Instagram bio 

– ‘Co-host of the all new Urban Waves club night @SensationsHackney’. When Shabazz told Abbas 

about his cousin’s event, he’d left out the name, aware of Abbas’ aversion to anything that sounded as 

though it could attract social media influencers. Despite Abbas’ open resentment for social media – “it’s 

just an IV drip of porn and ads” – the sentiment revealed only half the truth. Last night’s 206 likes, 81 

retweets and 55 replies featuring, for the most part, praying-hand emojis, confirmed this. 

“Yeah man, I’m good,” Abbas replied. 

“Thanks again for coming through, really means a lot.” 

“Say nothing.” 

Brown Ken imitated the lipless smile and blink-nod expression he had seen someone do at a family 

friend’s funeral – his closest encounter with sincerity. Abbas returned his smile, both amused and grateful 

for his flawed execution. 

 

* * * 

 

The Urban Waves launch night was both overpromising and overpromoted. ‘DJ sets as well as live 

performances spanning all urban genres – more than a typical club night!’ flyers read. In hindsight, the 

event name was a stroke of genius – generic enough to justify the mismatch of Balenciaga and Urban 

Outfitters yet distinct enough for everyone in attendance to feel that it was others – not them – who had 

misread the advertised vibe. They agreed to adjoin their event to an established but somewhat waning 

fresher-targeted night to satisfy the venue’s minimum bar spend. When ‘Local underground artist MC 

Mongrel aka Abbas Kareem’ was announced, cheers from Shabazz-an-em (as their group was referred to 

and defined) and other groups of Langton students made the gathering sound almost like an audience. 

After an awkward introduction – graciously muffled by the clatter of voices from those indifferent to 

an MC Mongrel performance and the Afrobeat overflowing from the main room – the beat of Edgeware 

Road Flow played. Abbas pressed his thumb against the sparkwheel of his lighter, then began: “I wrote 

this shit off the shisha and the hash / I’m mellow but if you beef I’ll bring a cleaver to the clash.” 

Edgeware Road Flow, the first track Abbas had formally released, was one of his proudest, which spoke 

to the lack of progression in his passion. Before his recent hiatus, his main motivation for continuing to 

release music had quickly become the small-time fame he’d begun to amass in the London scene (which 

translated to big-time fame in Langton’s chatty campus). 

Abbas’ MC Mongrel alias began in his first year at Langton. With the help of Shabazz’s creative and 

entrepreneurial network (a stark contrast to Shabazz-an-em, for the most part weed-dependant sloths), 

Abbas released a steady stream of singles, one mixtape and a handful of music videos. In return, he 

reaped requests for performances, interviews with student newspapers, and, most importantly, a coveted 

blue tick. Most of his raps were an exercise in generic braggadocious flexing, with occasional bars that 



referenced his Iraqi heritage or his underprivileged South London upbringing. Since he was neither 

outspoken nor widely renowned, his social media experience became a mild but steady, soothing buzz of 

admiration from supporters (not quite ‘fans’ as he would sometimes refer to them conceitedly, and not, in 

any real sense, ‘followers’ as Twitter and Instagram would refer to them irreverently). 

Free Gaza Freestyle, a loose track Abbas put together in response to news of a catastrophic Israeli 

air strike in the Gaza Strip, would warp his blue light fix, eventually turning it toxic. The initial reception 

to this new politically charged angle was overwhelmingly positive, a flurry of popularity for MC Mongrel 

both online and on campus. Abbas responded fast; leaning into the conscious style, he slapped 

together Liberty EP – a range of generic-sounding protest raps lacking in journalistic nuance, which did 

not receive significant support. In fact, the social media reaction was Abbas’ first taste of hate. But this 

was the right type of hate – hate from far-right trolls who get their kicks from playing brazen social media 

villains. It was clear, to Abbas at least, where that put him by contrast. Yet, in March, the same week he 

lost his mother, Abbas lost all love for the blue light drug, experiencing the wrong kind of hate in 

abundance. 

 


